Circle the correct answer to each question.

When representatives from the US and Russia engage in a dialogue, what are they doing?

- They want to have lunch together
- They are competing in a game
- They’re having a discussion intended to produce an agreement
- They are having a verbal disagreement

When firefighters survey the damage caused by a house fire, what are they doing?

- They look over carefully or inspect the damage
- They dose the house in water with their hoses
- They tread carefully around the house
- They start their engines

What is a strategy?

- An activity
- A belief
- A thought
- A plan you make to achieve a goal

How long are you staying if you say you are here for an indefinite amount of time?

- For a day
- You’re not certain for how long you are staying
- For a month
- For a week

Why do opinions differ from one person to the next?

- Because an opinion is a personal belief or judgement not based on facts
- Because they say different things
- Because facts differ
- Because people tell them different things
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